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Life’s back to normal now – or is it?
Everyone is looking for signs of spring,
and some have appeared: anemones,
white wagtails, larks, lapwings, cranes,
and some other. The only thing that has
not discovered that this is the time of
spring is the weather! We are crawling
around in +4-8 degrees Celsius, strong
winds and showers of hail. And the grass
is still brown and looks more dead than
alive. One good thing: you don’t have to
cut it!
Talking about cutting grass: a new tractor
has entered the community of Siljan
AirPark . A joint venture between
Siljansnäs Flyingclub and SAPS, an old
and used but very well kept tractor, an
observant club-member, and a v-e-r-y
reasonable price tag made the perfect
cocktail.

Heaven on Earth for Aviators III
Our third conference on progress and plans in
Siljan AirPark was held on April 27th in
Siljansnäs at the Hotel Siljansnäs.. Luncheon at
the hotel was the first issue on the agenda, and
then a very tight and concentrated program
followed, demanding the utmost concentration
from the participants for the rest of the
afternoon.
The second last item was the annual meeting
which turned out to be a very interesting debate
on many issues and kept the participants alert
until 8:00 pm when dinner was served. After

two glasses of red wine or a couple of beers most people surrendered and hit for Siljan AirPark .
There is no evidence of a late bar night, but maybe something is missing in the in-box...
The afternoon conference program presented a short summary of how far we have come towards
our goals contained in the three-year plan, and we are very well on
the way. Once again we reminded each other of the fact that we
probably never will declare Siljan AirPark for finished as there will
be things to do for long time ahead.
As usual our Master of Beautification, Olle Jerlhagen, had been
taking a walk round the airpark carrying his magnifying glass and
a critical eye – and had a list of what needs to be done if we mean
this “the most beautiful airpark in the world” seriously. We tend to
believe that very soon a date for next labourday will pop up,
assigning beautification tasks to volunteering heroes and heroins.
Our president Johan Hammarström had, however, a gadget to spur
heroism: the annual meeting decided to test a justification system
where you get the opportunity to “work off” part of your next
year’s member fee. This will be explained more in detail in the protocol from the meeting and on
Member Forum.
Top 10 Tips to improve your flying club
Under this heading our news editor Ingrid Muus who is
newly elected deputy auditor in the flying club summarized
an AOPA webinar on the subject. As Siljansnäs Flying Club
is a member of SAPS all airparkers should take interest in
the club, and the ten tips gave inspiration as to what to do to
bring life back into Sleeping Beauty. A single kiss is not
enough! Just considering the flying club area one of Siljan
AirPark’s most important social area would be a step
forward. The new board in the flying club claims to be
working for this among a lot of other things beginning with
efforts to revive the Wednesday barbecue tradition during
the summer season. This requires, by the way, a new built or thoroughly renovated grill.
Volunteers?? You can watch the power point show on our website Member Forum Ten tips
Åsa Persson from the TS (Transportstyrelsen)
demonstrated a new electronic aid for pilots AROWeb
where you may file a flightplan, check the weather, check
AIP’s over Europe - in short everything you need for a
flight. Great help. And on the backside a charming
reminder for you as a pilot!

Carl Rönn from the Siljan AirPark Museum was able to reveal that concerning the Arlanda
collection Arlanda town had in collaboration with Sigtuna commune decided to keep the collection
within its own borders and create a museum there! There seemed to be an opening so to speak as
Sigtuna commune was very interested in collaboration with Siljan AirPark Museum as this is the
only location where the old airplanes actually may fly. Final decision is believed to be made within
this month. Siljan AirPark Museum is still in the game and therefore will as usual need volunteers
for this coming season.

Airpark news
We set out this morning to find signs of spring in the
airpark and gave up after 15 freezing minutes of intense
search facing the harsh reminder of nature being the real
law maker on this planet!
A couple
of small but
sure signs
though did
enter the
camera,
like
painting a hangar, buds on a birch tree, frog’s eggs
in the firepond, catkins, and one little freezing cold
plant amidst the gravel in Reino’s driveway. But
just you wait until there are purple lavenders
blooming in a heart-shaped Kenda flower bed!

It is a comforting fact that spring never skipped a year in history – at
least not since the Ice Age!

May 1st is as you may know a holyday in Sweden. And
five airplanes actually landed on ESVS in the beautiful
sunny and windy weather, among these a Long Eze,
this strange creature, which only thanks to the asphalt
surface is able to take off from ESVS. According to one
of the story tellers in the club taking off from ESVS
before the asphalt with a Long Eze required getting rid
of all unnecessary weight and just enough fuel to make
it to Dala-Järna, and even then the spectators held their
breath until the aircraft was clear of the treetops in the
northern end of the area. Tough times, then.

Flying Club News
The day after the SAPS annual meeting the
Flying Club had its second board meeting.
Before the meeting the board had on the website www.siljansnasfk.com encouraged members to
attend the meeting, and apart from the board, auditors, and deputies 11 members participated among
these three members who work close to the board. During the almost four hour long meeting many
fruitful discussions took place and many good solutions were found, among others the grass cutting
issue – a good example on SAPS and the flying club can work together to solve common problems.
If you have visited the clubhouse lately you have noticed that everything looks like chaos! There
was a leak due to frost this winter under the kitchen floor and almost the entire kitchen had to be
removed. A good thing is that the insurance company has accepted the expense except for the self
risk of app. 9000SEK. As soon as the kitchen floor and the kitchen is restored a thorough cleaning
effort is needed of the whole clubhouse.
The club did have an opening and cleaning day on May 1st, where a lot of things were done while
balancing around in the curious interior with coffee cups and sandwiches. But we managed ☺ and
the cabins are now ready for renting.
The board will work for
increasing number of
joint ventures with
SAPS such as fly-ins,
fly-outs, open-club days
etc. and hopefully all
visitors will end up
thinking like Ding, the
eternal student pilot!
Don’t forget to pay
your respects to your
old instructor!!
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